Host Analytics
Data Integration
Datasheet
Host Analytics Data Integration makes it easy to connect and merge data from different places — general ledgers,
ERP, CRM, and other sources — into Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite. Be confident in your data accuracy with imports
directly from source systems to eliminate manual entry errors and automated refresh to ensure up-to-date data.

Drive Faster Insight
Use Host Analytics’ flexible and automated connection options to bring up-to-date information
together for analysis. With automated integrations, you no longer have to wait for days in
an IT queue for new data loads. Start driving accurate, timely information access for you and
your stakeholders.

Connect to Any Internal or External Sources
Seamlessly connect to all data sources, including internal, on-premises systems and external
cloud applications. Whether it’s a general ledger, ERP, CRM, Excel or CSV flat file, a custom
database, or an industry-specific system, Host Analytics can connect to it. Between our web
services and on-premises APIs, pre-configured connectors, and Import Wizard, you’re 100%
covered.

KEY BENEFITS
• Seamlessly connect to all data sources —
internal and external, cloud and on-premises
• Drive faster insight with up-to-date
information via automatic data refreshes
• Gain confidence in data quality and accuracy
via repeatable financial processes with full
audit trails
• Align external systems with Host Analytics
thorough flexible mapping rules
• Go live in days instead of months by importing
existing data

INTEGRATION

KEY FEATURES
• Integrate directly with business systems —
GL, ERP, CRM, and more
• Bring in data and metrics from external
sources – industry benchmarks, exchange
rates, economic indicators
• Update data automatically or on-demand

...and many more

without IT involvement
• Secure your data via password encryption and
transfers via stringent data communications
standards

Trust Your Data Again
Manual entry and copy/paste lead to difficult-to-find errors in a sea of cells from linked,
multi-tabbed spreadsheets. When data comes directly from the source systems, those
problems are eliminated. With automatic data refreshes, trust that data is both accurate
and current.
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Host Analytics Data Integration
Highlights
Pre-mapped Connectors Host Analytics Connector Packs allow you to integrate business
systems, such as ERP, CRM, HR, and payroll, to the Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite. Save
time by configuring pre-mapped connectors instead of building integrations from scratch.
Select from more than 70 standard connectors for common business systems, including
NetSuite, Workday, ADP, Salesforce, Infor, SAP, and Oracle.
Box Integration Box integration automates the data load process in Host Analytics.
Data files on your Box account load into the Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite based on the
configuration of a Host Analytics Data Load Rule. Take advantage of scheduling Data Load
Rules to automatically load files during non-business hours.
API Connectivity Integrate to ANY source using Host Analytics APIs, including homegrown
applications, custom databases, and legacy systems. Move data from isolated, hard-to-use
systems into the Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite for broader visibility and use by the entire
organization.
Data Import Wizard The Host Analytics Data Import Wizard is ideal for infrequent data loads
or when you have only a few chart of accounts (COA) or cost center changes monthly. Upload
flat files and excel spreadsheets through a guided, click-to-load process that moves data
from other systems into the Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite. Alternately, for minor one-off
updates, use copy and paste — point, click, copy, paste, and done!
Metrics and Benchmarks from External Sources Some organizations measure business
performance against industry benchmarks and economic indicators. Others need daily
exchange rates to support currency translations of budgets or actual results. Host Analytics
connects with external data feeds to automatically collect the information you need to run
your analyses.

“We plan to take every data
source within the company
and have Host Analytics
be our nucleus and our
central repository for all of
our information.”
Jim Perry, Finance Manager | iCIMS

MORE INFORMATION
Reed Exhibitions Case Study Reed seamlessly
integrated into their on-premises GL for improved
budgeting, forecasting, and reporting.
iCIMS Customer Video iCIMS integrates NetSuite
and Salesforce into Host Analytics.

Security and Audits With the Host Analytics Cloud EPM Suite, your data is secure and auditable
— protected by encrypted passwords and transferred according to the most stringent data
communications standards. Strong internal controls ensure access to designated areas, restrict
access to unauthorized areas, and record data changes in an audit trail.
Single Sign-On Host Analytics supports single sign-on (SSO) too. We seamlessly work with
your existing SSO service, such as Okta, Symplified, PingIdentity, and Intel. Your users can
easily and securely access your Host Analytics application and information using the same
single password used for other enterprise applications.

About Host Analytics
Host Analytics is an established industry leader and a low-risk choice for public companies and
private organizations, from the fast-growing to the Fortune 500. Host Analytics is the only
cloud vendor to be on the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Corporate Performance Management
Suites for the last six years.
With Data Integration bringing operational, financial, and external data together in one cloud
EPM suite, you can plan, monitor, and adjust strategy with new insights. Empower managers in
your organization to view their numbers, and see how they contribute to company growth and
success. Finance users can move beyond collecting and reporting data to running simulations
and what-if analyses.
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